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The detector subsystem of the Optical Wide-field Patrol (OWL) network efficiently acquires the position and time information 
of moving objects such as artificial satellites through its chopper system, which consists of 4 blades in front of the CCD 
camera. Using this system, it is possible to get more position data with the same exposure time by changing the streaks of the 
moving objects into many pieces with the fast rotating blades during sidereal tracking. At the same time, the time data from 
the rotating chopper can be acquired by the time tagger connected to the photo diode. To analyze the orbits of the targets 
detected in the image data of such a system, a sequential procedure of determining the positions of separated streak lines was 
developed that involved calculating the World Coordinate System (WCS) solution to transform the positions into equatorial 
coordinate systems, and finally combining the time log records from the time tagger with the transformed position data. We 
introduce this procedure and the preliminary results of the application of this procedure to the test observation images.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Optical Wide-field Patrol (OWL) network is a 

project designed for the surveillance of space objects 

such as artificial satellites, rocket bodies and their debris, 

which can threaten a country’s space & ground properties, 

as well as human life. To achieve this surveillance, 

multiple optical telescopes will be built all around the 

world. These telescopes are small (0.5 m in aperture), 

operated automatically, and controlled by staff in a single 

headquarter. The observation images from these telescopes 

must be reduced quickly and automatically, and sent to 

the headquarter daily. The image reduction procedure of 

OWL should include detection of bright sources from the 

images, identification and separation of traces of moving 

objects from them, determination of physical & positional 

parameters of the detected moving object, and finally, 

combining with the time log data. As such, the development 

of a reduction algorithm that can be operated on the remote 

sites is essential. In this paper, the steps of developing the 

reduction algorithm and the results are presented.

In Section 2, the OWL testbed and its hardware will be 

introduced. In Section 3, the test observation at the testbed 

will be described. In Section 4, the details of the reduction 

algorithm will be explained. In Section 5, the results and 

their discussion will be presented, and finally Section 6 

provides a summary.
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2. OWL TEST HARDWARE

2.1 OWL testbed

The prototype of the OWL station (OWL testbed) is 

located at Korean Astronomy and Space Science Institute 

in Daejeon, Korea. The dome can be fully opened and the 

mount can move quickly for rapid surveillance of the whole 

sky. A commercial GS Optics 10′′ telescope is temporarily 

used for test and development purpose (Table 1 and Fig. 1).

2.2 Detector subsystem

The OWL Detector Subsystem (DT system) is composed 

of a CCD camera, a filter wheel, a chopper and a time tagger. 

Each part is explained in the following:

i. Filter Wheel. The OWL filter wheel holds 4 filters of B, V, 

and C (Clear).

ii. CCD Camera. Finger Lake Instrument PL16803 CCD 

camera is selected for OWL image acquisition. The 

sensor chip is a Kodak KAF-16803 Full Frame Front 

Illuminated Sensor with a 4096×4096 array of 9μm-sized 

pixels. Gain is 1.43 in e-/ADU and readout noise is 8.23 in e-.

iii. Chopper. The chopper is used to cut the trail of a 

moving object on the image into multiple streaks. It 

has 4 rotating blades which intersect the light rays 

from the target into the CCD. Before every CCD 

exposure, the chopper waits at its home position and 

starts to rotate just after the shutter is open.

iv. Time Tagger.  The chopper open/close status is 

recorded with the time using the time tagger. The 

time tagger is composed of a reflective sensor, or a 

photodiode, connected via RS232 serial line to a small 

box which encloses a simple micro processor. This 

Table 1. OWL testbed specifications.

Item Value or explanation
Location Latitude
Location Longitude
Dome type
ptics(temporary)
Aperture
F ratio
Mount type
CCD

36°23′58′′ N
127°22′28′′ E
Fully open
GS Optics 10′′ RC
10′′
6.5 (using reducer)
Alt-Azi, robotic
PL16803 4 k × 4 k, 9 μm of pixel size

Fig. 1. Prototype of OWL station (OWL testbed). It is located at KASI in Daejeon, Korea.

Fig. 2. Detector subsytem hardware. OWL detector subsystem (DT system) 
hardware is composed of a CCD camera, filter wheel, chopper and time 
tagger. The time tagger is not shown in this picture.
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processor records the timestamps of chopper open/

close situations detected by the photodiode, and 

transfers the log record data via USB - to - serial line to 

the OWL DT server.

Fig. 2 shows the OWL detector subsystem (DT system) 

hardware, and Fig. 3 provides the design of the DT system.

3. OWL OBSERVATION

3.1 Test observation

Using the OWL testbed, we performed test observations 

during a period of about one month from March to April of 

2013. Table 2 provides a summary of the observations. As can be 

seen in Table 2, not all of the trials were particularly successful 

because of bad weather, focus or tracking failure, unstable time 

tagger status, targets being too faint and other factors. From the 

total of 21 successful images, 13 final images were selected for 

the development of the reduction pipeline via visual inspection 

after excluding target images that were cloudy or too faint (Table 

3). The additional 14th image, SHOT0002_0006, is included 

because it provides a good example of streaks. Fig. 4 shows 

examples of OWL test observation images.

3.2 Time tagging

Just after the CCD shutter is opened, the chopper starts 

to rotate from the home position. At the home position, 

the chopper is aligned so that the CCD window is open 

between the blades. During the exposure, the CCD window 

is obscured (closed) and opened in turn, repeatedly. The 

reflective sensor (photodiode), placed at the opposite 

Fig. 3. Design of detector subsystem. In front of the CCD window, the 
chopper begins rotating just after the CCD shutter is open to separate the trail 
of a moving object into many segments (streaks). The open/close status is 
detected and recorded as time log data via the reflective sensor (photodiode) 
located at the opposite side of the wheel station to the CCD window.

Table 2. OWL test observation summary. “Date” is the UTC date of the observation, “Target” is the name of the target 
object (most of them are debris of rocket body - denoted by ‘R/B’ - or artificial satellites with NORAD number), and “Tlog & 
target success” is the number of successful time tagging log acquisition & target pointed in the CCD frame.

Date Target
Tlog & target

success
Tlog

success
Target

success
All Comment

Mar 14 2013

SL-16 R/B 25407
SL-16 R/B 22566
SL-16 R/B 28353
COSMOS 1666 15889
DELTA-2 R/B 1 20362
RESURS DK-1 29228
SL-3 R/B 12155
SL-14 R/B 16327

1
2
0
1
0
0
1
0

6
4
0
3
0
0
2
0

1
2
0
2
4
3
2
0

6
5
1
4
5
6
5
5

Mar 21 2013 MOZHAYETS-5 28898 4 5 5 11

Mar 22 2013 MOZHAYETS-5 28898 5 5 6 11 Bad focus

Mar 23 2013
~ Apr 17 2013

(Faint targets)

Apr 18 2013
ARIANE-1 R/B 16615
COSMOS 1980 19649
RESURS DK-1 29228

2
3
2

2
4
2

3
3
2

15
4
2

Bad tracking

Total 21 33 33 80

Worth processing
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side of the wheel station to the CCD window, detects this 

situation and records it with the time durations of every 

open or closed state. If the CCD window is “open”, the state 

is denoted as “0”, and “closed” is “1”. Table 4 shows a sample 

time tagging log record. The first column is the open/closed 

state and the second is the time duration of the state, in 

milliseconds. Because the chopper starts from a stationary 

condition and accelerates to rotate, the time durations at the 

beginning part of the record are relatively large and become 

smaller as time goes on, until they settle at a constant value. 

Using this nature of acceleration, the direction of streaks of 

a moving object can be identified.

4. OWL IMAGE REDUCTION

4.1 Streak detection using SExtractor

Streak detection is a specific procedure of OWL image 

reduction. The goal is to detect line-shaped objects from a 

CCD image and characterize their geometrical parameters. 

There are several suggestions for streak detection (Montojo 

et al. 2011, Lévesque & Buteau 2007). But here, we adopted 

an open source photometry software package, SExtractor 

(Bertin & Arnouts 1996). SExtractor is very quick, easy-to-

operate photometry software that can be used for finding 

Table 3. List of test observation images for reduction algorithm development.

No. Image name
Obs. Date

(UTC)
Obs. Time

(UTC)
Target

R.A.
(J2000)

Dec.
(J2000)

Exp. Time
(seconds)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13

(Additional)

A2013031401002_0006
A2013031401003_0003
A2013031401003_0004
A2013031401004_0003
A2013031402002_0003
A2013032101002_0001
A2013032101002_0003
A2013032101002_0004
A2013032101002_0007
A2013041801003_0001
A2013041801003_0003
A2013041802003_0001
A2013041802003_0002
SHOT0002_0006

Mar 14 2013
Mar 14 2013
Mar 14 2013
Mar 14 2013
Mar 14 2013
Mar 21 2013
Mar 21 2013
Mar 21 2013
Mar 21 2013
Apr 18 2013
Apr 18 2013
Apr 18 2013
Apr 18 2013
Dec 04 2012

10:00:02.0690
10:06:32.1300
10:07:31.7435
10:18:29.2100
11:25:46.1403
11:23:01.3977
11:24:01.8015
11:24:31.9085
11:26:01.6724
11:03:41.1559
11:04:40.8893
13:02:18.3040
13:02:48.2588
09:39:27.0

SL-16 R/B 25407
SL-16 R/B 22566
SL-16 R/B 22566
COSMOS 1666 15889
SL-16 R/B 12155
MOZHAYETS-5 28898
MOZHAYETS-5 28898
MOZHAYETS-5 28898
MOZHAYETS-5 28898
ARIANE-1 R/B 16615
ARIANE-1 R/B 16615
RESURS DK-1 29228
RESURS DK-1 29228
H-2A

04h02m13.900s

10h13m35.500s

10h53m33.300s

05h50m08.184s

05h16m44.060s

06h32m57.323s

06h28m20.586s

06h26m57.092s

06h22m44.176s

10h59m30.464s

10h55m35.600s

04h18m58.700s

04h59m13.500s

00h41m20.600s

+69°51′55.500′′
+04°39′39.900′′
+16°21′05.200′′
+08°40′47.590′′
+12°11′02.640′′
+88°22′14.920′′
+65°11′14.490′′
+49°09′29.820′′
+01°28′16.640′′
-29°16′24.170′′
-19°37′15.600′′
+52°02′51.800′′
+51°29′10.100′′
+36°55′52.600′′

2.084
4.125
4.261
0.980
1.096
3.485
2.648
2.434
2.932
5.783
4.604
4.428
3.851
1.000

Fig. 4. OWL test observation images (left: SHOT0002 0006, right: A2013032101002 0003. See Table 3). The dimension is 4096 × 4096, pixel scale is 1.15 
arcseconds/pixel, and FOV is 1.308° × 1.308°.
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sources brighter than a user-specified noise level over 

the sky background. It gives high precision X &Y pixel 

coordinate values of the source position, roughly estimated 

magnitude and its error, and notably, various “shape 

parameters” (Bertin 2006).

The output parameters from SExtractor (Bertin 2006) 

used in OWL image reduction are as follows:

i. X_IMAGE & Y_IMAGE: Object position along x & y (in 

pixels).

ii. MAG_AUTO & MAGERROR_AUTO: Kron-like elliptical 

aperture magnitude and its error (in magnitudes).

iii. A_IMAGE & B_IMAGE: Profile RMS along major & 

minor axis (in pixels).

iv. ELLIPTICITY: 1 – B_IMAGE/A_IMAGE.

v. CLASS_STAR: Star/galaxy classifier output.

vi. THETA_IMAGE: Position angle (CCW/x, in degrees).

vii. XMIN_IMAGE :  Minimum x-coordinate among 

detected pixels (in pixels).

viii. YMIN_IMAGE: Minimum y-coordinate among 

detected pixels (in pixels).

ix. XMAX_IMAGE :  Maximum x-coordinate among 

detected pixels (in pixels).

x. YMAX_IMAGE :  Maximum y-coordinate among 

detected pixels (in pixels).

and a new parameter, “line length”, is calculated as follows:

2 1/2

2 ( _ _ )

( _ _ )

Line length XMAX IMAGE XMIN IMAGE

YMAX IMAGE YMIN IMAGE 



  

    

(1)

Fig. 5 shows an example of the application of “shape 

parameters” to a detected streak.

When a moving object is observed via the OWL detector 

system, it makes a group of multiple aligned streaks. These 

Table 4. A sample time log data.

0 (open) /
1 (close)

Time duration
(ms)

0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

(.........)
0
1
0
1
0

00044.140
00063.940
00050.390
00042.580
00037.860
00033.840
00031.650
00029.240

(.........)
00010.250
00010.180
00010.330
00010.110
00010.250

Fig. 5. Shape parameters of a streak detected using SExtractor.

Fig. 6. Procedure of fitting streaks into a line.

Fig. 7. Streaks detected using SExtractor in the image SHOT0002_0006.
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may be along a straight line, or a moderately bended curve. 

So, fitting the streaks with a curve can be a straightforward 

way to define the trace of a moving object on an OWL image. 

In Fig. 6, the flow of streak line fitting is outlined and Figs. 7 

and 8 show examples of plotted streaks.

4.2 WCS solution calculation for coordinate 

transformation

After the positions of streaks are defined, the positions 

in image pixel X & Y values should be transformed into 

celestial coordinate values. The coefficients for this 

transformation are called world coordinate system (WCS) 

solution (Calabretta & Greisen 2002, Greisen & Calabretta 

2002). To calculate these values, the pixel coordinate values 

of bright stars on the image frame must be compared with 

the celestial coordinate values in some published star 

catalogs like Guide Star Catalog (Lasker et al. 1990, Russel 

et al. 1990, Jenkner et al. 1990). Once the WCS solution is 

obtained, the positions of streaks can be easily defined in 

the form of right ascension & declination pairs.

WCSTools package (Mink 1997) is widely used to perform 

these tasks. It uses an amoeba algorithm, which is one kind 

of multi-dimensional downhill simplex method (Press et 

al. 1992), to find the most likely fit values of the coefficients. 

But as described in Section 3, OWL observation images 

don’t have sufficient numbers of bright stars to be used for 

this kind of trial-and-error of many possible cases because 

of the short exposure time of about less than 10 seconds. In 

addition, an amoeba algorithm needs initial values for all 

unknowns, and is very sensitive to them. So, we adopted 

IRAF (Valdes 1984) CCXYMATCH task which uses triangle 

pattern matching algorithm (Groth 1986) for matching 

image objects and catalog sources, and CCMAP task for 

calculating WCS solution from matched pairs found in 

CCXYMATCH.

Triangle pattern matching algorithm needs no initial 

values, and theoretically, only 3 suitably detected (bright, 

not saturated, not elongated) stars is sufficient to get to the 

goal.

To calculate WCS solution coefficients using a triangle 

pattern matching algorithm, it is important to select ”good” 

background stars from SExtractor output. But this output 

also includes the streaks of moving objects. The basic idea 

of excluding streaks for WCS calculation input is shown 

in Fig. 9. In these figures, the boxed points are aligned 

streaks using the method described in Section 4.1. So, the 

remaining points (plain points) are background stars. From 

these, bright, not elongated (ellipticity < 0.2) and star-like 

(star/galaxy classification parameter > 0.6) objects can be 

used.

Fig. 10 depicts the flow of the WCS solution calculation 

procedure. Fig. 11 shows streak - eliminated background 

stars selected from an OWL image. Image pixel coordinate 

values of streaks should be transformed to topocentric 

equatorial (RA & Dec) values. This is done using the WCS 

solution coefficients and XY2SKY subprogram in WCSTools.

Fig. 8. Streaks detected in OWL test observation images (left: SHOT0002 0006, right: A2013032101002 0003).
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4.3 Combining positional data with time log data

With the aligned streaks of a moving object and a set 

of time tagging log records, it is now possible to combine 

them and make a table of time - position for orbit analysis. 

It is clear that the length of a streak is proportional to the 

exposure time segment between obscurations by rotating 

chopper blades. Because the chopper starts to rotate, 

accelerates and finally reaches a stable speed, the streaks 

are relatively long, become shorter, and settle at a constant 

value. Therefore, the sequence of streak line lengths and the 

sequence of chopper open time segments can be matched 

using their relative ratios of line length versus chopper open 

time duration. This means that matching or combining two 

sequences will enable us to find the optimal offset between 

two sequences. The reference is the RMS standard deviation 

of (line length / time duration), L/D, normalized by the 

mean value of L/D. The concept of line length to the time 

duration ratio is shown in Fig. 12.

In other words,

L1/D1 = L2/D2 = L3/D3… = Constant (2)

Fig. 9. Star/galaxy classification parameter vs. ellipticity of objects detected using SExtradctor. The plain points are background objects and the boxed 
ones are streaks of a moving object. The objects inside the upper left section are proper input for WCS solution calculation.
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Fig. 10. Flow of WCS solution calculation procedures.

Fig. 11. Streak - elliminated background stars selected in the image SHOT0002 0006.

Fig. 12. Concept of streak length - time duration ratio.
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  should be minimum. (3) 

 should be at its minimum for the best-matching 

sequence offset between line lengths and time durations. 

Fig. 13 shows how to match the offset of sequences of line 

lengths & time durations.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, the reduction results of 13 images from 

Table 2 in Section 3.3 are presented.

5.1 WCS solution calculation

As can be seen from Table 5, most of the cases can be 

solved with ellipticity of less than 0.2 and /G parameter 

greater than 0.6. Two exceptions are A2013041802003 0001 

with S/G parameter greater than 0.75 and A2013041802003 

0002 with S/G parameter greater than 0.9. In these two 

cases, the target was moving so slow and was so bright that 

the streaks are detected nearly as star-like objects. This 

meant that more strictly filtered background star lists for 

triangle pattern matching were required.

Fig. 13. Matching streak lengths & time durations.

Table 5. Result of WCS solution calculation.

Image name Ellipticity limit
S/G parameter

limit

Marched
stars

(number)

WCS fit RMS
X                Y

(arcsec)

WCS scale
X                Y

(arcsec/pixel)

A2013031401002_0006
A2013031401003_0003
A2013031401003_0004
A2013031401004_0003
A2013031402002_0003
A2013032101002_0001
A2013032101002_0003
A2013032101002_0004
A2013032101002_0007
A2013041801003_0001
A2013041801003_0003
A2013041802003_0001
A2013041802003_0002

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6

0.75
0.9

20
13
9

23
30
6
5

18
11
19
13
16
7

1.480
0.657
1.480
0.545
0.446
0.948
0.619
0.691
0.293
1.430
1.160
0.599
0.524

1.750
0.555
1.350
0.578
0.447
1.430
0.281
1.390
0.263
0.912
0.667
0.320
0.406

1.151
1.151
1.152
1.151
1.151
1.150
1.149
1.150
1.149
1.151
1.150
1.151
1.151

1.151
1.151
1.151
1.151
1.151
1.149
1.150
1.150
1.150
1.152
1.150
1.150
1.150
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5.2 Streak detection and alignment

Table 6 shows the result of streak detection & line fitting, 

and Figs. 14 and 15 show the detected streaks for each 

images. Discussions of the “Bad” cases follow:

i. A2013032101002_0001: There are lost streaks from 

SExtractor detections. Because the background & noise 

level grows as the Y-coordinate increases due to the 

illuminations and the focus is not so good, some of the 

streaks of relatively big photometric errors (“MAGERR_

AUTO” presented in Section 4.1) are excluded.

ii. A2013032101002_0007: There are lost streaks of big 

photometric errors due to bad focus.

iii. A2013041801003_0001: Some streaks are lost because 

they are not perfectly aligned along an ideal straight 

line. These look like the movement of a snake; that 

is, a twisting or curvy line. Possibly the target object 

(ARIANE 1 RB satellite debris) was rotating and so the 

sunlight reflection angle varied.

iv. A2013041802003_0001 & A2013041802003_0002: 

Blended streaks due to a bright & slowly moving 

target (RESURS DK 1 satellite) and an excessively fast 

chopper rotating speed (50Hz).

5.3 Streak position – time data combination

For “Good” cases in Table 6 and Fig. 14, we performed 

the streak position - time data combination procedure. In 

Fig. 16, normalized streak lengths vs. time durations with 

residuals are plotted. As expected in Section 4.3, the line 

lengths - time duration proportionality can be seen.

5.4 Coordinate transformation and final report

As described in Section 4, the image pixel coordinates are 

converted to topocentric right ascension and declination. 

The time log data is rearranged so that they indicate the 

midpoint of chopper open interval and add the chopper 

start time to make the final UTC time points. Table 7 is a 

sample result containing transformed coordinates and time 

data of streaks in the image A2013031401004 0003.

5.5 Influences of observation on OWL image data 

reduction

From the results seen so far, the quality or success rate 

of OWL image reduction has several dependencies on 

observational conditions.

i. Focus. As can be seen from Table 6, de-focusing 

increases the photometric errors in the brightness 

and the positional errors of sources detected using 

SExtractor. These poorly-detected sources might 

be forced to be included in the procedure of streak 

detection and alignment, but this will contaminate the 

result because many other normal (not streak) objects 

in a de-focused image can have larger errors than 

those in a well-focused image.

ii. Appropriate timing of exposure & chopper start. If the 

chopper starts too late, many of the position & time log 

data pairs can be lost.

iii.  Sufficient brightness.  As in the case of image 

A2013032101002_0001 in Table 6, if the streaks 

are too faint, they can be lost either at the stage of 

SExtractor photometry or line fitting. Increasing the 

aperture of the optics or rotating the chopper slowly 

can make the streaks brighter.

Table 6. Result of streak detection and line fitting.

Image name
Streaks

(number)
Fit RMS
(pixel)

Good fit?
(Good or Bad)

Comment

A2013031401002_0006
A2013031401003_0003
A2013031401003_0004
A2013031401004_0003
A2013031402002_0003
A2013032101002_0001
A2013032101002_0003
A2013032101002_0004
A2013032101002_0007
A2013041801003_0001
A2013041801003_0003
A2013041802003_0001
A2013041802003_0002

22
47
48
9

13
95
79

203
136
19

117
115
22

0.273
2.730
3.267
0.258
0.350
2.976
2.433
3.060
5.368
3.130
1.334
1.813
8.313

Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Bad
Bad
Bad
Bad
Bad

De-focused image & faint streaks
De-focused image

Twisting or curvy trail
Blenedd streaks
Blended streaks
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Fig. 14. Streaks detected and aligned - “Good” cases from Table 6.
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Fig. 15. Streaks detected and aligned - “Bad” cases from Table 6.
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6. SUMMARY

OWL is an optical observation system for monitoring 

moving objects in the sky with a fast slewing & pointing 

mechanism, and a uniquely designed detector unit for 

maximizing the performance of acquiring positional and 

Table 7. Example final result of image A2013031401004 0003.

Date
(UTC)

Time
(UTC)

Streak position
X                          Y

R.A.                    Dec
(J2000 in degrees)

2013-03-16
2013-03-16
2013-03-16
2013-03-16
2013-03-16
2013-03-16
2013-03-16
2013-03-16
2013-03-16

10:18:29.3452
10:18:29.4854
10:18:29.5836
10:18:29.6703
10:18:29.7466
10:18:29.8156
10:18:29.8801
10:18:29.9440
10:18:30.0079

2090.061
2084.580
2081.152
2077.750
2074.489
2072.417
2070.395
2067.515
2065.521

2711.202
2988.633
3200.656
3379.749
3536.301
3679.372
3812.792
3943.351
4070.763

87.56349
87.56842
87.57244
87.57568
87.57841
87.58120
87.58378
87.58601
87.58845

8.89010
8.97864
9.04629
9.10345
9.15342
9.19906
9.24163
9.28330
9.32395

Fig. 16. Normalized streak lengths vs. time durations with residuals for all 8 “Good” cases in Table 6 and Fig. 14. The normalization factor is chosen as the 
average level from where the chopper rotation speed becomes stable after acceleration.
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time data in relatively sort exposure time. During the 

period between March and April of 2013, we performed 

test observations on several clear nights, and took 13 good 

images and clean time log data for developing and testing 

the software algorithm of data reduction. Of these, 8 images 

could be analyzed in full depth, giving a total of 508 time - 

position data pairs. The remaining 5 images of the 13 were 

found to have minor problems, and this provided useful 

information for preparing future observations. By using this 

algorithm and good quality image & time data, the basic 

input data can be produced for efficiently determining the 

orbit of moving objects, such as artificial satellites and space 

debris.
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